RESTAURANT AND
TAKEAWAY EXPO

Last November the terptree team had the privilege of

And, deaf customers are such a group. They become loyal to

exhibiting at the Restaurant and Takeaway Expo in London’s

brands who offer a high level of customer experience. And

Excel. The event included over 1,000 exhibitors, 15,000 visitors

don’t mistakenly think bells and whistles are necessary each

and 700 seminars and panel sessions throughout the two-days!

time! Not at all. All that’s needed is to cover the basics; excellent

We were kept super busy meeting people; and helping them

face to face communication, eye contact; and taking a little

to understand how to serve deaf people in the hospitality

time to think about things slightly differently.

industry best.
Victoria presented on three panels during the exhibition; two
sessions on How to Improve your Customer Experience and
one on How to cash in on customer loyalty.
What became clear from these panel sessions; and in 2019 in
general; is that a big focus has been placed on the customer
experience within the Hospitality Industry
Restaurants realise they need to pull people away from the sofa
into their venues. Because, people’s lives today are terribly busy.
We are relying on convenience far more – for example, did you
know that 12p of every pound is spent on takeaways?
To get more of their target customers engaged and spending
money with them restaurants need to create positive and
memorable experiences.
They should be working hard to understand which groups of
customers will become – and remain – loyal.

Turn over to find out how the Hospitality Industry can start
standing out for deaf people…

CATERING FOR DEAF GUESTS - ARE YOU
DOING ENOUGH? HANNAH ALLSOP, HGEM
AND VICTORIA WILLIAMS, TERPTREE

The conditions are stacked against deaf
guests from being able to communicate
effectively in the hospitality environment,
which is often noisy and busy. Exchanges
tend to be quick and fast, leaving plenty

Avoid repetition

of room for miscommunication and

Things can get a little tricky once the conversation goes off-

information to be missed. When this

menu – for example, when a server is asking the guest if they

happens, the overall customer experience

want ice and lemon with their drink. If the guest is struggling

suffers and deaf guests can depart with a

to understand what the server is asking them, one of the worst

feeling of frustration.

things that they can do is just simply restate what they just said.
We all get a bit embarrassed when we ask somebody to repeat

Here are some of the ways you can begin to
live up – or surpass, based on current levels of

themselves. Somewhat ironically, that feeling of embarrassment
can make things even more difficult to understand what the

service – the expectations of deaf guests:

person is saying second and third time round.

Maintain eye contact

Instead, servers should be encouraged to use any visual aids that

Deaf people sometimes rely on lip reading when

have available to them – their tablet, if they have one, would be a

communicating. To allow this to happen, waiting staff need to

good place to start.

maintain eye contact – or at least be faced in the tight direction.
However, how many of us can say with any certainty that we
maintain eye contact throughout an entire conversation?

HGEM’s Founding Director comments:
“It’s important to consider all guests when looking at

When seating a customer, a server might turn their head and

your guest experience. Whether investing in training,

gesture in the direction of the table, talking as they do so. But

giving your team more confidence in communicating

during the time that they are facing away from the guest, all that
information is lost. It’s not the best way to start an interaction,
with a view to creating a connection with the guest.
Confirm choices

with deaf guests or providing better access for
physically disabled guests, the hospitality industry
has an opportunity and a responsibility to provide
inclusivity.”

When placing an order, deaf guests want some assurance that
their choices have been heard correctly. No matter how nice the
linguine is, if you had your heart set on lasagne, it’s only going to
end in disappointment.
So, waiting staff should always confirm they have interpreted
their guest’s choices correctly – not just audibly as you would
ordinarily but visually, too, by pointing to the relevant item on
the menu and seeking affirmation. Alternatively, Wagamama, for
example, writes down guests’ orders on the placemat in front of
them, which provides the assurance in writing.

Final thoughts...
None of these measures are too difficult to achieve. Providing
a better customer experience for deaf customers isn’t just the
right thing to do, it boosts customer loyalty. If your venue is one
of the few in the area that has thought about improving the
customer experience for deaf guests, you’re providing one hell of
an incentive to make repeat visits.

A DEAF BAKER THRIVING

AAreDEAF
BAKER THRIVING
you about to employ a deaf member of staff? And are
you uncertain about how you can make this work? Our
next article may be what you need to set your new team
I recently came across an article in the Belfast Telegraph
member up for success.
that told of a deaf couple’s experience when getting
Artisan wholesale and retail bakers - Flourish Craft Bakery
married.
- are an established business of 20 years, employing 75

Stuart (centre), Jacob with apron at the
back with Flourish team
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eager
upon. to meet Jacob. Stuart Powell, Managing Director,
recalls how well the interview went. With the support of an
Interpreter, Jacob was able to make a positive impression and

INSPIRING QUOTES OF THE MONTH

his personality shone through. Stuart could see Jacob had the
necessary skills as a Pastry Chef and would fit in well with the
existing Flourish team.

Here are some inspirational quotes that will help you
put your deaf customers “front of mind” in 2020.

Stuart also didn’t allow his decision to be influenced by

“You can’t just keep doing what works one time,

any adjustments that might be necessary to enable a deaf

everything around you is changing. To succeed, stay

employee to work in the bakery. They were discussed

out in front of change”

at interview and each was considered achievable and
actioned once his employment commenced. For example:

He has a light sounding timer for the ovens

“There can be no greater gift than that of giving one’s

An assessment of the workplace ensured it was

time and energy to help others without expecting

suitable for a deaf employee

anything in return”

A buddy system was introduced so Jacob felt
included and part of the team from the start
On training days plenty of notice is given so an
interpreter can attend and support communication
Communication messages are shared via text
and WhatsApp when appropriate – which the
team already used to share information so Jacob
immediately felt integrated

These were all adjustments that needed advice to implement
as the bakery had not employed a deaf person before.

“We see our customers as invited guests to a party,
and we are the hosts. It’s our job every day to make
every important aspect of the customer experience a
little bit better”

GDPR AND RECORDING
DATA RELATING TO
VULNERABLE CUSTOMERS
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) became
enforceable on 25 May 2018.
Since then, many businesses have had questions
over how particular types of personal data can be
compliant with this legislation. Especially when
recording personal data relating to a customer’s
vulnerability or disability.

The Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) guidance for firms
on the fair treatment of vulnerable customers, defines a

Legitimate interest: is proven by the following means:
The purpose test
(identify the legitimate interest)
The necessity test
(consider if the processing is necessary)
The balancing test
(consider the individual’s interests)

vulnerable customer as: “Someone who, due to their personal
circumstances, is especially susceptible to detriment, particularly
when a firm is not acting with appropriate levels of care”
In both FCA guidance and GDPR – a disability could be classified
under ‘Health’. (under hearing and visual impairment in the FCA
Guidance).
It can be confusing! So, to give you some context around whether
you should record this personal data, here is our quick-fire guide.

GDPR

Personal data: is defined by the Information Commissioner’s
Office as “Information that relates to an identified or identifiable
individual.” This refers to “a natural person” (i.e. living, since GDPR
does not apply after death).
Special category data: is more sensitive, highly confidential;
and relates to the individual. When talking about collating data
about vulnerable or disabled customers; it could be categorised
under “data concerning health”.
The GDPR also states that: “You should identify the minimum
amount of personal data you need to fulfil your purpose. You

To begin, some definitions in GDPR are:

should hold that much information, but no more.”

Data minimisation: means that data should not be
collected or processed unless it is:

So, let’s look at it this way:

Adequate:
sufficient to properly fulfil your stated purpose
Relevant:
has a rational link to that purpose
Limited to what is necessary:
you do not hold more than you need for that purpose

PURPOSE: To serve the customer in a way that suits them
DATA NEEDED: vulnerability/disability and detail on how to best
serve the customer.
Ultimately to serve the customer’s best interest; it could be
justified that the collation of data relating to the customer’s
vulnerability or disability is necessary.

FCA GUIDLINES

What now?
If you are a financial firm, the FCA Guidance gives merit for
collating special category data relating to customers – so that

Now let’s look at the FCA’s Guidance for

you can provide services in a way that best suits your customers;

firms on the fair treatment of vulnerable

and even advocates that customers should not have to repeat

customers - where it guides regulated firms

information about themselves; endorsing the recording of this

on the premise for the information sought:

data and this purpose.
In terms of the GDPR, it is up to businesses to fully understand

Point 49: “Staff should understand what type of information

the regulation and apply this to their circumstances.

they should seek from customers to gain a better

In order to processes special data lawfully, you must identify

understanding of their vulnerability. There is a range of

both a lawful basis under Article 6 of the GDPR and a separate

information that could be relevant to inform staff about a

condition for processing under Article 9.

customer’s needs, such as finding out more about a current
health condition, or recent life events.”

In the example of deaf customers, Article 6, the lawful basis
could be Data Minimisation and in Article 9, the condition
could be Health. You could also consider legitimate interest to

Point 88: “Processes and systems should enable relevant

form the basis of your decision.

information to be accessible to all staff who need it to

This is, of course, a condensed, whistle-stop tour around what is

ensure that:

a super complicated topic! But we hope we’ve given you some

Customers don’t have to repeat information about
themselves.
Staff are well prepared with all the information they
need to deliver good and appropriate customer
service”

clarity - or at the very least some food for thought!

Disclaimer: This article does not form legal advice. All
matters of this nature should be taken through internal

It also suggests that firms can deliver good customer

compliance and/or other necessary channels. Our aim is

service to vulnerable customers by: “Having systems in

merely to present the key theories behind the GDPR; so

place that minimise the number of times a customer must

you can consider the points highlighted when recording

inform the firm about their vulnerability, for example a “tell

the data of vulnerable customers.

us once” style process where customers can notify a firm of
a bereavement just once.”

WORKING WITH

BRITISH
AIRWAYS
British Airways are continually looking to improve their levels
of customer satisfaction and engagement. Every customer is
important to them, therefore they are continuously looking at
ways to enhance their customers’ experience.
People with physical disabilities and those with visual
impairment have always been a priority for focussed customer
service requirements at BA. But the team identified a gap
in terms of awareness of customer service delivery when
communicating with deaf customers and they wanted to put
that right.
They chose terptree to help them because they felt Victoria and
her team could deliver the specific requirements set.

Also, BA had key messages that were imperative to include; and
the entire training had to link to their broader program – Beyond
Accessibility. It was essential for their colleagues to identify
that the new deaf awareness training was part of this. So there
needed to be a degree of synergy.
At the end of the training BA confirmed:
The training terptree delivered to front-line colleagues has
helped them to communicate more effectively with deaf
customers; ensuring those customers receive the same high level
of service.

Two specific requirements of terptree were to improve

One of the aims was to ensure colleagues started to think

understanding of what deaf customers require and

differently about their approach to each customer and broaden

how to engage with them emotionally. They needed

their thinking. It can be too easy to associate disability with a

terptree to explain that in detail then advise on the steps

person in a wheelchair. What the training has achieved already

colleagues should take to ensure those needs are met.

is that those who have been through it are recognising each

After initial discussions between both companies an

person has different needs and levels of communication.

initial plan was put in place to rectify the identified gaps

Whenever we identify a training requirement we ensure we

in service delivery to deaf customers. It was very much an

always engage with specialist expertise to help us address our

iterative process and the project evolved and developed

specific need. This is not only because we want to work with

as the teams talked through then tested various ideas.

credible companies, but also because their knowledge of the
subject will be of the highest calibre. In other words, experts in
their field.

It was agreed a video would be beneficial if it could be engaging
and represent how deaf customers felt when travelling. The
idea developed into using a deaf film crew with deaf actors as
customers. The result showed deaf customers talking about the
impact of travelling; making it very engaging and real. Alison
Dalton, Accessibility Manager at BA confirmed they “Couldn’t
have achieved this without terptree’s specialist knowledge.”

Working with terptree was a great example of expert
collaboration. They were able to demonstrate flexibility and
help us achieve what was needed by using their expertise in the
requirements of the deaf community while integrating with the
broader training programs we already have in place. I would be
happy to recommend them as experts in the field of hearing loss
and deafness.

For the full Case Study please visit our website

GIFFGAFF RECEIVES A
DOSE OF INSPIRATION!
Recently, team terptree were invited to present to the

We then went on to talk about deaf people’s experiences

giffgaff team at Universigaff. We chose to highlight the

and, more specifically, what they look for from a mobile

challenges deaf people face when accessing services; and

phone provider. Such as:

the ways their team could make service improvements for
members.

Relevant packages: thinking carefully about what
elements of the package a deaf person would use
Websites that are easy to navigate

Alastair Gill, Head of People at giffgaff was the instigator of this

Accessible contact options

initiative after discussions with Victoria. He wanted their teams to

Team members that understand their specific needs

consider not only personally and in work situations; but also from
a team perspective: How could they make positive changes to
the service they offer to their deaf customers? Could this insight

The day was a great success. And Kim Faura, Chief Commercial

then be applied to giffgaff’s products and services — allowing his

Officer at giffgaff said

teams to see the world through a slightly different lens?

“Thanks Victoria. This was one of the most insightful and

We were delighted to be part of this. Because we believe when

inspirational sessions we’ve had. Brought a perspective we were

teams are given time and space to consider the bigger picture

blind (and deaf) to. Thanks a million!”

and really think about the customer experience from a deaf

Thanks for having us giffgaff - we’re glad you’ve joined us in our

customers perspective; positive results happen.

mission to change the world for deaf people!

We started our session by introducing how many deaf people
there are in the UK, and the range of needs within this group.
Next, those in the room were invited to share the experiences
they’ve had with deaf people. For example; when meeting deaf
people at University or when shopping. We wanted to know if
they’d taken the initiative to communicate and if they had – did
it work?

If you would like us to come and inspire your team too,
please do get in touch with Alison Bell:
alison@terptree.co.uk.

TERPTREE IS CHANGING
THE WORLD FOR DEAF
PEOPLE, FIND OUT HOW…
With a mission to Change the World for Deaf People, terptree supports some of the largest global
brands and public services affecting change by creating a world-class deaf customer experience.

BSL/ENGLISH INTERPRETING:

AUDIT:

An interpreter ensures that deaf and hearing

We will work with you collaboratively to analyse
how you serve deaf customers and those with a
hearing loss across your business.

people can communicate with one another.
This could be for team meetings, a job interview
or to provide a deaf person access to a service. If
you need highly skilled Sign Language Interpreters,
our team are on hand to find the most suitable
Interpreter for your needs; making it easy for both
you and the deaf person you are working with.

We look at current practice; conducting a gap
analysis and making recommendations for future
strategic direction. Once we have undertaken this
thorough audit process, you receive a detailed
report
An implementation plan will support you in making
the small changes that will have a considerable
impact. You will also receive recommendations for
how you can take things to the next level.

DEAF AWARENESS TRAINING
Whether you have a deaf team member, or you

CONSULTANCY:

would like to make what you offer to your deaf
customers a much more inclusive experience,
face-to-face or online deaf awareness training from
terptree is the perfect solution.
Our team will work with you to identify the learning
outcomes and create a schedule for deaf awareness
training within your business or organisation.

Whether you are looking to ensure consistency
in deaf customer experience across the business,
create a winning marketing strategy to target deaf
customers specifically; or help with positioning
in the deaf community; terptree can help! We
work with key members of your team to focus
on identified projects. With any of the work
we undertake, we leave your business with a
comprehensive implementation plan for your team
to action as well as the expert knowledge and
accompanying guidance that is needed.

INTERESTED IN ATTRACTING MORE DEAF CUSTOMERS?
CONTACT VICTORIA TODAY TO LEARN HOW YOU CAN
CREATE A WORLD CLASS DEAF CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE:

01635 728 001
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